NRLHF
Corps of Discovery
will be held at the
Nichols’Family Farm,
85 TR 1305, Toronto, OH 43964
May 19-21, 2016.
Free to the general public
visiting hours are
9 am to 6pm
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

You are invited to the

12th Annual
NRLHF
For more information
Mark Rebres
Phone: 740-632-8625
E-mail: 1snake97@frontier.net

Visit
NRLHF
Corps of Discovery
And experience life in a pre1840 environment

NRLHF Business Office
PO BOX 376
Hershey PA, 17033

Corps
of
Discovery

A Formal Invitation
Introduced in 2005, the National
Rendezvous and Living Histo-

tion.
What better way to ener-

ry Foundation (NRLHF) Corps
of Discovery is a teaching

gize learning than by seeing,
touching, hearing and yes, even

event with the goal of helping
educate both re-enactors and

smelling history?
The staff of the 2014

visitors alike -especially students– on the history of the

NRLHF Corps of Discovery would
like to extend an invitation to the

American way of life during
the years 1640-1840, the time

educators of history to bring
your students for a unique learn-

of our new world’s explora-

Relaxing

ing experience.

Black River Forge Blacksmiths Dan Saunders and
Paul Godby (shown) demonstrate hand forging and
the importance of metal in the colonial era.

Schedule

Why Corps of Discovery?
The event is an exploration - much like Lewis

We do have presenters and some hands on
activities and games we can do but you
must notify us ahead so we can be prepared.

and Clark when their expedition left for the
great unknown in 1804 What experiences can
be explored? In the past we have offered demon-

Please bring your own drinks and snacks of
lunch as we do not have any food vendors.

strations on blacksmithing, fire starting, cooking over and open fire, tanning, archery,
scrimshaw, spinning and writing . We are beginning to implement more hands on activities.
Demonstrations and seminars vary each year
depending upon the expertise of the people present.

For more information:
Vicki Duhamel demonstrating spinning wool, and discussing
the value of clothing.

Web: www.nrlhfcorpofdiscovery.com
Facebook: NRLHF-Corps of Discovery

or contact:
Mark Rebres
Phone: 740-632-8625
Email: 1snake97@frontier.net

